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PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF OPERATING SMALL SCALE BUSINESS

Harshna Agarwal

ABSTRACT

Small and medium undertakings (SMEs ) also called small and medium scale ventures are the basic
piece of sound economy. The SME area speaks to more than 90 percent of endeavors in a large portion of the
creating nations and contributes 40-60 percent of the aggregate yield or esteem added to the national
economy. SME segment in India is the key driver of the country's financial development with a commitment
of more than 40 percent of the nation's modern yield and around 35 percent of direct exports and another 15
percent of indirect exports. As far as work is concerned, it is an extremely essential area being the second
biggest segment after farming. As of late the SME part has reliably enrolled higher development rate
contrasted with mechanical area. Small is wonderful yet is it Powerful? Indeed, say the SMEs. SME part
faces various issues - absence of funds, restricted learning and non-accessibility of reasonable innovation, low
generation limit, ineffectual e-promoting and distinguishing proof of new markets, imperatives on
modernization and developments, no accessibility of exceptionally talented work at moderate expense, catch
up with different organizations in tackling normal exercises and absence of communication with government
offices on different issues. SMEs have solid innovative base, universal business standpoint, aggressive soul
and eagerness to rebuild them will withstand the present difficulties and turn out with sparkling hues to
make their own commitment to the Indian economy.
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INTRODUCTION
The Small Scale Industries (SSIs) have assumed a critical job in the monetary

advancement of our nation. SSIs establish an essential and pivotal fragment of the modern
area. This has been recognized by the Government of India by the high need it has concurred
to the SSI area. The Reserve Bank of India has likewise offered the status of priority sector to
SSI loaning by banks and different rules have been issued in such manner every now and then.
In any case, there have been a few issues, which exasperate the development of small scale and
cabin enterprises. A few internal and external components have put extensive weight on the
execution of the SSIs, bringing about various of them getting to be wiped out. The frequency of
affliction in SSI division is demonstrating an expanding pattern and a substantial number of
SSI units are distinguished as wiped out. Presently, it is an ideal opportunity to investigate the
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agent issues which the business person needs to battle with, the issues identify with such
angles are fund and apparatus, advertising and deals, crude materials and accessibility of
talented work and so on. At the start it would get the job done to state here that a larger part of
business visionaries don't have issues relating to accessibility of machines, crude materials,
utilization of their fabricated great in the market and accessibility of gifted faculty. In spite of
the fact that a significant level of them needs budgetary assets, by and by they are occupied
with seeking after that their ventures.

GENERAL PROBLEMS OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES (SSIS)

 Issue of Finance: Finance is a key contribution of generation, appropriation and
advancement. Be that as it may, thinking about the indispensable job, fund plays in
quickening the procedure of small scale businesses improvement, the aggregate sum
of advance endorsed to it frames an extremely immaterial piece of the aggregate
advance to Indian Industry in light of lacking credit of the practicality of the unit is
influenced extraordinarily and its outcome in their sickness and ultimate closure. The
stream of credit to the small scale segment is influenced as a result of a powerless
monetary base, which in the end prompts the business visionaries to acquire assets by
method for advance instead of capital, ill-advised support of books of record,
powerlessness to give guarantee security, delay in installments by the bigger units,
absence of energy about money related information required by banks or budgetary
establishment and so on., the managerial expense of loaning to small borrowers, high
mortality rate or sickness among the SSI units, the concessional financing cost does not
spur the budgetary organizations naturally to put resources into SSI unit and so on.

 Marketing Issue: Marketing is a critical factor for the survival and development of
firms. It is where products and ventures are purchased and sold. In India,
notwithstanding the tremendous local market, marketing remains an issue region for the
small scale areas. Advertising has been recognized as an essential angle influencing
small scale ventures execution. Other than fund, marketing is the key component which,
if not logically evaluated prompts the closure of the units. The fundamental issues of
advertising in the Indian small scale parts are product quality, support of clients, cost
adequacy, consistency and dependability adherence to conveyance plans, absence of
appropriate market data and the attitude of business visionaries. Also, business people
are confronting basic issues at the season of making arrangements for a venture because
of ignorance of legitimate arranging absence of information of market overview,
determination of proper kind of plant and apparatus, and so on. Likewise a few units in
the small scale parts are absolutely reliant on government purchase.

 Issue of Infrastructure: One of the most critical parts of modern advancement is
infrastructure. Infrastructure bottleneck hinder the development of businesses in a
locale. What's more, small scale units are being compelled by deficient physical
infrastructure in which most extreme imperative is control. In numerous conditions of
India issue of power influences the development of SSIs. Likewise the issues of
transportation and correspondence infrastructure bother the development of SSIs.
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 Issue of Management: The inefficient administration is extremely intrinsic in the SSI
in light of the fact that in a large portion of the cases the business visionary takes care
of different things going from accounting to marketing and production. There is no
division of work. The vast majority of the mechanical units fall tired on account of
poor administration, dissension inside administration.

 Issue of Technology: For small scale part units, innovation is likewise a region of test.
Insufficient regard for innovation and technology up-gradation has gone about as
prevention in transit of modernization of SSIs factors. A large portion of the units are
as yet continuing with old innovation. The present hindrances for innovative up-
gradation are: There is little inspiration among small scale units or business visionaries
to make in-house investigate advancement cells. Hopeful ventures regularly don't
focus on including dimensions of correspondence through quicker innovative
development. Subsidizing establishments frequently neglect to give credit support to
mechanical development. Reluctance to change product offerings or acquire changes
item measurement with the assistance of specialized help and quicker mechanical
development to take care of changing business sector demand. There is at present, no
viable component for assisting the little scale segment with forecasting mechanical
change which is imperative for managing the utilization of profitable assets like the
crude materials, labor and  innovative applications.

 Other Problems: notwithstanding these issues, other issues might be delayed payment
by the huge scale units to SSIs, issue of crude material i.e. deficient sporadic supply of
crude material, absence of sorted out market channels, disorderly nature of activities,
flawed information of market tasks, issue of sickness, lacking information base for the
small scale part, weight of nearby expenses, rivalry from substantial scale enterprises,
non-availability of modest power and so forth. In this way, these are a portion of the
issues, which specifically influence the development, and advancement of SSIs.

In the Indian context, we have not so far elaborated the concept of medium enterprises
clearly. What is neither small nor large is being loosely defined as medium. Further, enterprise
encompasses businesses, services and industries. In the broadband of 'small', the discussion
extends to medium as well. Another possible connotation for the SMEs is the small
manufacturing enterprises

ROLE OF SMEs IN ECONOMY

Because of quick development of present day technology and production scales, the
small and medium endeavors have turned out to be extremely important for monetary
development. This segment is presently essential for those countries whose craving is to be
prosperous as it is the beginning stage of mechanical advancement. Large Scale Enterprises
(LSEs) of today were SMEs before and SMEs of today would be LSEs of tomorrow. This
standard holds useful for all nations of the world.
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SMEs IN DIFFERENT SECTORS OF INDIAN INDUSTRY

SMEs have been established in almost all-major sectors in the Indian industry such as:

 Food Processing
 Agricultural Inputs
 Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals
 Engineering; Electricals; Electronics
 Electro-medical equipment
 Textiles and Garments
 Leather and leather goods
 Meat products
 Bio-engineering
 Sports goods
 Plastics products
 Computer Software, etc.

SIGNIFICANCE OF SMEs

SMEs are considered the engine of economic growth in both developed and
developing countries they:
• Provides low cost employment since the unit cost of people utilized is lower for SMEs

than for huge units.
• Assists in territorial and neighborhood improvement since SMEs quicken country

industrialization by connecting it with more sorted out urban area.
• Help accomplish reasonable and impartial dissemination of wealth by territorial

scattering of financial exercises.
• Contribute fundamentally to trade incomes in view of the ease work escalated nature

of its items.
• Have a beneficial outcome on the exchange balance since SMEs for the most part

utilize indigenous crude materials, decreasing reliance on imported hardware, crude
material or work.

• Assist in cultivating self improvement and enterprising society by uniting abilities and
capital through different loaning and aptitude upgrade plans.

• Impart the strength to withstand financial changes and keep up a sensible
development rate since being indigenous is simply the way to manageability and
adequacy.

• Firms with deals under $1 million burn through 2x - 3x more on R&D per $ of offers
than the normal. What's more, result is SMEs' delivering 55 percent a bigger number
of advancements than LSEs'.

• Converts the crude material inside the nation into semi-completed things and later
pass it on the LSEs that have capital, expertise and gear to process these into
completed products.
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• Provide rural individuals an open door for money age and self-awareness since they
can work at home. This accomplishes reasonable and fair dissemination of riches by
making across the nation non-prejudicial openings for work.

• Attracts coordinate remote venture since multinationals and enormous aggregates
have begun to re-appropriate from nations with solid SME segments. The low work
cost makes generation of semi completed products exceptionally conservative for
extensive concerns working in global markets.

• The SMEs go about as motors through which the development destinations of
developing nations can be accomplished.

ADVANTAGES Of SMEs

The advantages of SMEs in an economy are it labor intensive or otherwise are
manifold. Therefore, the development of small and medium industries in any country has
specific effects on the balanced and dynamic growth of a country. It has a number of
advantages over large scale industries. Some of these are mentioned below:

• It generates more jobs per unit of capital and is more capital efficient.
• Similarly it is also strongly integrated into the domestic economy.
• Small industries use a high percentage of local raw materials.
• Most of local consumable products are produced by small scale industries.
• It taps the resources at the grass root levels.

FUTURE PROSPECTS OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES IN INDIA

Small Scale Sector has assumed a noteworthy job in the improvement of the nation
amid the previous 50 years by tending to multifarious issue of enterprise, employment and
industrialization. Government has laid weight on mechanical up-gradation, modernization,
infrastructural game plan including availability and innovative exchange for the small scale
businesses. With the advancement and development of the economy, the significance of SMEs
is going further up as far as production of work and adjusted local development. It would
likewise go about as an impetus for further mechanical advancement in perspective of the
forward and in reverse linkages. With the help from different organizations national and
global, the Kaleidoscope of the part will undoubtedly improve. After autonomy, different
mechanical arrangements were embraced now and again for the quick modern advancement
of the state. In any case, these arrangements were very little effective. In this way, a few years
back government presented new modern arrangement of the state i.e. Modern Policy
Reduction, 1997 with a view to make a solid mechanical base and business openings. The new
modern arrangement is to give extraordinary consideration regarding the accompanying
territories during the time spent industrialization: Development of nearby expertise and
pioneering capacities.

CONCLUSION

Care should be taken to guarantee that support is financially effective and predictable
with the absorptive limit of the endeavor, and does not interfere with the business visionary to
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the point of undermining his or her confidence and basic leadership responsibility. With the
end goal to gain admittance to supporting administrations, and be able to utilize them
adequately, FB-SSIs, specifically miniaturized scale undertakings, will frequently need to sort
out themselves in suitable groupings. Casual instruments, for example, nongovernmental
associations may have an imperative job in giving FB-SSIs access to help and in enhancing its
effectiveness. As accessibility of business sectors is basic to FB-little scale industry suitability
and development, need ought to be given to helping business visionaries with market data,
item advancement, and access to business sectors and marketing. On account of the idea of the
woodland asset, it is outlandish for FB-little scale industry is to accommodate their very own
crude material base.
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